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Abstract
We present data to suggest the existence of a mental retardation (MR) locus at Xqll.2-ql2 between DXS1 and DXS905, identified in two subjects with complete androgen insensitivity syndrome (CAIS) and MR. Androgen insensitivity syndrome is a disorder ofmale sexual differentiation caused by a defect in the androgen receptor (AR) gene (fig 1 B) . The deletion in ARA3 is slightly greater than that in ARA2, extending from DXS1161 to DXS905. In ARA2 the deletion extends from DXS 1 161 but only as far as DXS897. The Figure 2 A schematic representation of the extent of the X chromosome deletion of the four patients studied. The hatched areas represent the regions deleted in eac Only the AR gene markers are deleted in ARAD-H and ARAJ1. The deletion in, extends from DXSJ161 to DXS897, while the deletion in ARA3 is slightly large; from DXSJ161 to DXS905. The order of the markers is taken from the report oj International Workshop on Human X-Chromosome Mapping. '5 The estimated s5 deletion between DXS1 and DXS905 is 1.5 megabases.'5 Note that the orientati partial AR gene deletion in ARAD-H has been illustrated to take account of rece that the AR gene is transcribed away from the centromere. J6
